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INTRODUCTION 

In his famous memoir [2] (see also pp. 303-312 of the book [3]) Hadamard 
obtains the following variational formula for Green’s function G, and Neumann’s 
function G, associated with the Laplace operator A in a bounded 3-dimensional 
domain Sz with boundary &Q: 

Gh Y) = - Jao (grad Gd*, 4 grad G,(*, y) 

-t $- (Gob 4 + G(-, Y) - -$) 6N 0, 

where 6N denotes variation of D in the direction of the exterior normal of aQ, 
and S and H denote respectively the surface arca and the mean curvature of 
Z2, o being the standard surface area element. An analogous formula holds 
also for the fundamental solution G, associated with the biharmonic operator A2 
(with Dirichlet boundary conditions), namely 

Gdx, Y) = j-, 
"'2;; Y> *N u. "'GZZ; 4 

(2) 

In fact the most part of [2] is devoted to a study of the biharmonic operator. 
However the derivation given by Hadamard does not entirely meet up to 

present day standards of rigor. 
In the book [I] by Bergman-Schiffer an entirely rigorous derivation of (1) and 

(0) based on integral equations is obtained in the case of 2 dimensions for the 
operator -A + c, c a positive function. (In the case (0) the formula has to be 
modified somewhat: the terms involving S drop out, instead appears the term 

4-i., 4 GA-, Y>.> 
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In [5] the extension of (0) to general second order elliptic operators is given 
but the proof is not quite complete. 

The purpose of the present note is to provide a rigorous, up-to-date proof of 
the analogous formula associated with a general energy integral of type 

Now s2 is a relatively compact domain of an n-dimensional manifold ~2’ and w 
a chosen volume element on A’. We pick up a vector field N on ~4’ which is 
transversal on 22. For a given function (or distribution) f on A! we seek a 
function u vanishing up to order k on X2, k being a frxed integer with 0 < k f m, 
such that 

for any test function v on A which too vanishes up to order k on XI. (Thus 
there are m + I separate possibilities.) By integration by parts we see that this 
is the same as to impose 

Au=fonSZ 

N’h=OoniX2(O~j<k) 

B,u=OonaQ(k<j<m) 

where A and B, are certain partial differential operators on Q and aQ respectively, 
the latter also depending on the choice of N. We make the basic assumption that 
this is a correctly posed boundary value problem in suitable Sobolev spaces 
EP(SZ). If G, denotes the corresponding fundamental solution our generalization 
if Hadamard’s formula reads: 

6G,(x, y) = J’,, (-e(Gd-, Y>, G&G *>> 

+ Y$ Gz(*, Y) fLG,(x> -1 + BL-P%(., Y> & G&T 9) hv 0 

(k) 

where we have put 

e(u, v) = C a,&) D,u Dp 

and where B,+ are the operators obtained in an analogous fashion as B, when u 
and v are interchanged. We also briefly indicate a generalization to the non- 
linear case. 
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All necessary information on elliptic partial differential operators can be 
found in the book [4] by Lions-Magenes. (That we work on a general manifold 
and not in R” is of course immaterial.) 

Sections l-2 contain preliminary material. The variational formula itself is 
established in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the non-linear case. 

1. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ENERGY INTEGRALS 

Let JZ be a paracompact orientable n-dimensional Cm manifold. If UC +..#I 
is a local coordinate neighborhood with corresponding local coordinates xl-,..., x* 
we set D, = a/ax,1 *.. alt?~,~ where (Y = 01~ a.* ale is a multi-index of degree 
k = / a! /. We pick up once for all a volume element (n-form) w on A, i.e. 
locally holds 

w = p(x) dxl -.. dx” 

where p is a positive Cw function defined in U. 
By an energy form on & of degree m we mean a bilinear differential expression 

(“Differenzialausdruck”) which locally is of the form 

where a,, are certain Cm functions defined in the local coordinate neighborhood 
U in question. Given an energy form on Q we can for each relatively compact 
domain D C &I with Cm boundary a&? form the energy integral 

E(u, v) = s, e(u, v)w. (1) 
Let us choose a vector field N on &Z which is transversal on 3.9. As surface 

area element on Z’ we can then use the (n - I)-form u = N _I w. Then 
holds the following Green’s formula: 

E(u, v) = 1‘, Auvw + s mil BjuN~vu. 
ai2 j&l 

(2) 

Here A is a partial differential operator on Q of degree 2m and the B, are partial 
differential operators on a&? of degree 2m - 1 - j ( j = 0, l,..., m - 1). They 
are uniquely determined. The B, depend on N byt A can in fact be defined on 
the whole of &I independent of Q, Namely holds the formula: 

Au = c DB+anS D,u 
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where De+ is the adjoint of Da (with respect to UJ): 

Da+ = ,r’( - D),p. 

To prove (1) we perform a partition of unity. We then see that it suffices to 
consider the case when the a,, vanish outside a local coordinate neighborhood U. 
We can also take Ii so small that N can be taken of the form IV = (l,..., 0). But 
then everything reduces to a simple integration by parts. 

We can now formulate the following boundary value problem for every Q, and 
every integer K with 0 < K < m: If f~ Hs-” = HS-“(di’) (Sobolev space; 
see [4]) is given find u E HS(SZ) vanishing up to order k on 22 such that 

for every C- test function v which vanishes up to order k on LX?. In view of our 
above Green’s formula this is the same as to require 

Au ==f onSZ 

N4~=OonaQ(O<j<k) 

B,u=Oon%2(k<j<m-1). 

(4) 

If k = m this is Dirichlet’s problem for E and if k = 0 Neumann’s problem. 
We shall assume that A is elliptic and that the operators Nj and B, in (4) cover A 
in the usual sense (cf. [4]). Th en it is known that for s sufficiently large holds 
the Fredholm alternative. For simplicity we also assume that we are in the case 
of uniqueness and existence so that we have an entirely correctly posed problem. 
(This in particular rules out Neumann’s ,problem for --d ; see Introduction.) 

Our problem is to investigate how the solution u varies if Q is varied. 

2. DERIVATIVES 

Consider generally an element u E H”(Q) which depends on Q (“a function of 
domain”). We can then write u = uo . We wish to define derivatives of u. 

To this end consider more specifically a deformation Qn, of a given domain Q, 
i.e. a family of domains which depend smoothly on a parameter t, with Qn, = L?. 
(Below we will make this vague notion more precise.) We then have a family 
of functions (distributions) ut = uQ t E H”(SZ,). For an interior point x E Q 
we now can set 
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if the limit exists. This formula makes sense because for t sufficiently small we 
have x E Q, . However this presupposes the continuity of ut and in praxis will 
require the restriction s > n/2 (by Sobolev’s lemma!). A better definition is 
therefore 

zi(u) = ‘,‘y 44 - 44 
+ t (2) 

where ZJ is any Cp test function whose support is a compact subset K C Q (and 
where we have written 

with the integral interpreted in the distribution sense, if necessary). Again 
K C J2, for t sufficiently small so (2) too is a meaningful formula. The drawback 
of both (1) and (2) is that we have to keep away from the boundary. 

To obtain a more workable notion of derivative we proceed as follows. We 
adopt the general point of view that, heuristically speaking, the set of all Q’s is a 
kind of “manifold” on which operates a group, namely the group G of all diffeo- 
morphisms of &I onto itself. There is also a natural well-defined candidate for the 
“Lie-algebra” of G, namely the space g of all Ccc tangent vector fields over &. 
Moreover we can use the elements of g to define “tangent vectors” at Q (regarded 
as an element of our hypothetical “manifold”). More precisely let & be a “curve” 
in G, i.e. a Cm family of diffeomorphism of .M, with 4,, = 1. Then we can set 
Q, = &(sZ) which may b e considered as a “curve” in our manifold. Leaving 
heuristics aside we have now an entirely well-dejined notion of deformation. Putting 

we get a vector field on J&’ which realizes the “tangent vector” corresponding 
to this deformation. Turning again back to the heuristical picture we can now 
consider the assignment Sz i--t Hs(Q), f or s fixed, as a “vector bundle” over our 
“manifold” on which G operates (on the left): If 4 E G is a diffeomorphism of 
J&’ and u E H”(Q) then the effect of the action of #I on u is the element $-l*u E 
H”($(Q). Consider a “curve” ut in the “vector bundle”, whose projection to 
the base is precisely the above “curve” Q, = &(Q), i.e. ut E H”(Q,) as above. 
Then for each t holds +*ut E H”(Q) an d we are free to put (with u = uO) 

d 
Qxu = -;lt-CT% (Lie or flow derivative) (4) 

t=o 

where the derivation is taken in the sense of the topology of the space H”(Q). 
As (3) previously, (4) can be regarded as an entirely rigorous definition for which 
the heuristics only served as a motivation. 
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It is easy to relate the two kinds of derivatives. Assume that 0,~ exists (and is 
thus an element of HS(Q)) and that u E P+l(Q) (not only u E P(Q)). Then zi 
too exists and we have 

e,u = Ii + xu. 

For the proof of (5) it suffices to write down the identity 

(5) 

I$*24 - 24 = cg(ut - u) + (4: - 1)u. 

Again (5) implies that in the said assumption holds ti E H”(Q). 

3. THE VARIATIONAL FORMULA 

We return to the set-up of Section 1. 
Let us make a deformation 52, = &(sZ) corresponding to the vector field X 

(see Section 2, (3)). Th en we have for each t a boundary value problem in 52,: 
To find ut E H8(Qn,) vanishing up to order k on &‘, such that (compare Section 1, 

(3)) 

qu, , 4 = s fww 
at 

for all test functions ZI vanishing up to order K on &‘, . Here we have put (com- 
pare Section 1, (1)) 

-W, 4 = ID, 44 4~. 

We claim that this is again for t su.cientZy small a correctly posed problem. 
The simplest way to do this is to transform it to a problem on s2. Let z, be a 

test function for the unperturbed problem (on Sz), i.e. we have APer = 0 on 8Q 
for 0 < j < k. Then $V*V is for each t a test function for the perturbed problem 
(on Q,). Thus we obtain 

f 
e(u, +-‘*w)u = 

Rt s *,fv*vw 

or, making a change of variable in the integrals, 

where we have defined e, by 

edu, w> = &Ye(qV*u, K’*w)>. 
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It is clear that e, is again an energy integral 

e&4 4 = C a,,&> D,u DP 
lal<~,IBIS” 

with coefficients mast depending smoothly (Co;) on t. Also #w is a new volume 
element and we have @W = h,w where At too depends smoothly on t. It follows 
now from simple Functional Analysis arguments that we here have a correctly 
posed problem for determining &kt . A little more generally we can consider 
the case whenf is replaced by ft . W e now assume that %,f exists and belongs 
to H+“(Q). (In particular this is so in the preceding special case ft = f with 
fE He-m+1 in which case O,f = Xf, by Section 2, (5).) Then it follows easily 
that 0,~ exists and belongs to H”(Q). By Section 2, (5) then ti too exists. 

There remains only to find a more explicit expressions for zi. 
Formal differentiation of (1) (with f replaced by ft) yields, using once more 

Section 2, (5) and defining Ore and 0,~ in the obvious way, 

s R (e(C + Xu, n> + t&, U)>W + 44 v) ~XW 
= R cf + Xf)w -tfbw. s (2) 

We now need concrete expressions for O,e and B,+J. 
First we notice that Ore is given by 

&e(u, v) = X(e(u, v)) - e(Xu, v) - e(u, Xv). (3) 

To handle e,w it is convenient to introduce the divergence div X by the formula 

t9,, = div XW. (4) 

It clearly obeys the product rule 

div(fX) = f div X + Xf (5) 

where f denotes a scalar function. We have the following integral formula. 

LEMMA. For any scalar function f holds 

s Xfu+lofdivXw=J fXNa 
R ala 

(6) 

where X, is the “normal” component of X in the obvious decomposition of X into 
a sum of a tangential and a “normal” component (X = X,N + Y, Y tangential). 
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Proof. We first recall E. Cartan’s general formula: 

8, = dix + i,d 

where Bx stands for the Lie derivative of forms and ix for interior multiplication. 
Using this along with (4) and (5) we get 

d( f (X J w)) = Xfw + f div XW. 

Now X _] w = X, J w = XNa. Thus (6) follows upon application of Stokes’ 
theorem. 

If we use (3) and (6) in conjunction with (2) we see that many terms cancel: 
We get on one hand 

j, Oxe(u, v)w = Ln e(u, v) X,U - ja e(u, v) div Xw 

- j e(Xu, v)w - 
s e(u, Xv)w, 

ra n 

on the other hand 

s Xfvw = 
R 

Lfi fvXNc3 - ja fXvw - ja div Xfvw. 

This is thus the outcome: 

S, 4.4 v>w + I, e(u, 4 XNU 

= j e(u, Xv), - s,fXvw + s,fvw + s,,fvXwJ. (7) 
52 

If we also invoke our Green’s formula, Section 1, (2) recalling that Au = f, 
we see that the two first terms of the right hand side of (7) give 

2 s,, BpNjXva. 

Next recall also that N% = 0 if 0 < J’ < K on aQ. Writing again X = X,N + I’, 
Y tangential, it is quite easy to see that this implies 

NJXV = 
0 if O<i<k--1 
XNNkv if j=K-I 
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Thus we get in fact 

343 

which might be considered as a formula for recapturing ti. If w vanishes in a 
neighborhood of X? (8) simplifies to 

which gives Azi = /. (This latter result can of course be seen more directly too.) 
(8) does provide the additional boundary conditions needed for specifying zi. 

The final result can be put in yet another form. Interchanging the r6les of u 
and v have the following dual form of our Green’s formula (Section 1, (2)) 

I?@, v) = s, uA+vw + 1 “c’ N@$+va 
aa j=o 

where A r and Bj’- are certain partial differential operators having analogous 
meaning as A4 and Bj . In particular A+ is the formal adjoint of A. Let now v 
satisfy the dual boundary conditions to u, i.e. in addition to Njv = 0 for 0 < 
j < k we likewise impose B?+v = 0 for iz < j < m - I. Then (8) gives 

s e(ti, w)w = ziA+vw + N+iBj~~vo. 
52 

Recall now that N%, = 0 for 0 < j < k on a!& . Equivalently (6~N$5;1*+$, = 0 
on &I. Differentiation of the latter relation yields 

[X, Ni]u + Nhi = 0 

which again leads to 

Njk = 
I 
’ for j<k-I 
-X,N”u for j = k. 

Thus we end up with the formula 
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which we regard as a generalization of Hadamard’s formula. Namely if we apply 
(10) formally to the situation when v is the fundamental solution of the dual 
problem with singularity at x E 52, i.e. w = G,+(*, x), we get 

ti(x) = in (-e(u, Gk+( *, x)) + NkuB~-_,Gk’(*, x) + II,-,uN’G,+(., x)) XMJ. 
(10’) 

Again taking u = Gk(., y) with y E L?, and noticing that G,-1(x, y) := Gk( y, X) 
(10’) yields 

+ N’“G,(., y) ~L,G&, *> + &--1G,t(., Y) NkG& *I) XNU- (10”) 

This is essentially Introduction, (k). 
We consider in particular the two extremal cases, viz. K = m and k =:: 0. 
If k = m (Dirichlet’s problem) then the three terms in the surface integral of 

(10) are all of the form aA%N%. Thus (10) simplifies to 

r cA+vw = . . . _ aNkuNkvXNo 
“sa 

where the dots now stand for thef terms (unaltered!). To (IO”) corresponds now 

Qx, y) = s,, aNkG,(y, *) NkGn(-, 4 XWJ 

which is indeed very similar in form to Introduction, (1) and (2). 
If K = 0 (Neumann’s problem) then, since we have to make the interpretation 

B..., = 0, the last two terms in (10). Thus (10) takes the form 

s cA+v z . . . - 44 4 X+J ra asa 

and similarly (IO”) gives 

(%(x, Y> = - La e(G(y, e), G,(., x)) XNa 

which should be compared to Introduction, (0). 

A final remark on formula (10) is in order. Namely (10) contains explicitly 
the transversal vector field iV which does not enter explicitely in the original 
formulation of the problem. It is however quite easy to see directly that thanks 
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to the boundary conditions imposed on u and v all thefive factors containing N- 
remember that Bj and Bj+ too depend on N--really are independent of N. (In 
the same way as the Hessian of a function at a critical point is independent of 
the local coordinates!) 

4. ON THE NON-LINEAR CASE 

Now we drop the basic assumption (see Section 1) that our energy form 
e(u, v) is linear in u, i.e. we assume from now on that 

e(u, v) = c aa(x, D%) Dp 
IBl<m 

where DW stands for the collection of all derivatives D,u of degree < m. The 
right hand side f can now be absorbed into E so our boundary problem is simply 
defined by the relation 

E(u, v) = 0 (1) 

to hold for the same test functions ‘u as in Section 1, (3). A and B, are then also 
non-linear partial differential operators. Consider a deformation Q, of Q. We 
then get the equation (cf. Sec. 3, (1)) 

with the analogous definition of e, . Differentiation yields 

f R (Uu + X4 v) + @Au, v))w + e(u, v) BP = 0 

where we have introduced the fiber derivative e: of e at u, 

eL(w, v) = lj+y 
e(u + tw, v) - e(u, v) 

. 
t 

(Notice that e; is linear in both variables!) For the Lie derivative Ore of e holds 
now the following formula analogous to Sec. 3, (3): 

Oxe(u, v) = X(e(u, v)) - e:(Xu, v) - e(u, Xv), 

to which it reduces in the linear case. Using Section 3, Lemma we get corre- 
sponding to Section 3, (7) 

(2) 
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(It is even a formally simpler expression than the latter precisely because there 
are no f terms present!) Finally introducing the fiber derivatives AL and Biu 
corresponding to A and Bj we get (compare Section 3, (10)) 

s ziA:‘vw = 
s 
aR (-e(u, v) + N’uB$L,,,v + B,+,uNkv) X,.,0. (3) 

D 

Notice in particular that zi satisfies the variational or Jacobi equation A$ = 0. 
Let GiU be the corresponding fundamental solution of A:‘. Then (3) gives 

k(x) = i, (-e(u, G&J., x) + NkuB~._,G,f,(*, x) + Bk-,uNkG~~(~, x)) X,o 

(3’) 
which is as close as we can come to Hadamard’s formula. (There is no funda- 
mental solution in the non-linear case!) If k = m (Dirichlet’s problem) or k = 0 
(Neumann’s problem) we get 

zqx) = J aNkuNkG;,(., x) X,a 
ax 

respectively 

Note (added Sept. 1979). We recently noticed that the same problem, in a slightly 
different setting, already has been treated by Fujiwara and Ozawa (PYOC. /@an. Acad. 
Sci. Ser. A 54 (1978), 215-220). S ee also the very interesting note by Ozawa (Proc. Japan. 

Acad. Sci. Ser. A 54 (1978), 303-340) dealing with the parabolic case. 
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